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Introduction

C. T. FriedrichsandD.G. Aubrey
Part I: The Importanceof Buoyancyin Estuarineand Coastal
Environments
The shores and resources of estuarine and coastal waters have attracted human settlement

for millennia. Thoughnot obviousto mostof these "settlers," buoyancy dynamicscontribute
to the attraction

of these estuarine

and coastal

waters.

The

combination

of intermittent

stratification with sufficientshallownessfor frequentnutrient delivery by completevertical
mixing favors a convenient, productive fishery. Strong density gradients in coastal waters
usually indicate a connectionbetween rivers and the sea, often providing a natural highway
for trade or a harborfor protection.And land bordering the coastmay well have been a flood
plain in recent geologictime, leaving soils well-suited for agriculture. As humanpopulation
has mushroomedduring the past two hundred years, environments dominated by buoyancy
dynamicshave also been amongthosemost severelyaltered. Strong buoyancy gradients often
imply restrictedwater exchangeor restrictedmixing, indicatingan environmentsusceptibleto
over-enrichmentby agricultural runoff or sewage, or one easily contaminatedby industrial
waste. Restrictedexchangealso favors ecologicalisolationand areas particularly sensitive to
over-fishingor to introduction of new speciesby human activities. Shallow regions whose
dynamicsrespondmost strongly to buoyancy input are often those most easily affectedby
dredging, diking or changesin relative sea level. In recent years, the competing interests of
commerce,agriculture and industry versus sustainablefisheries, quality of life and tourism
have come to a head and helped acceleratethe impetus for study of coastal and estuarine
buoyancy dynamics.
Study of estuarineand coastalenvironmentsduring the last four decadeshas highlighted
many physicalprocessesinfluencedby buoyancyat first order. In the 1950's,the first processoriented classificationsystemsfor estuaries(salt wedge, partially mixed,homogeneous)were
based on buoyancy distribution, whereas in the 1960's dynamical models for estuarine
circulationtreatedthe along-channeldensitygradientas the dominantforcing. The important
role of gravitationalcirculationin the transportof larvae, contaminantsand sediment(e.g., the
turbidity maximum)was recognizedearly on. About the sametime, a separatebut similarly
simplified view of buoyantflows on the inner shelf developed based on the interaction of the
coastal wall, the earth's rotation and idealized density gradients, while neglecting bottom
friction and intra- and infra-tidal effects. In the 1970's and 1980's, it becameincreasingly
apparentthat the restrictive assumptionsof two-dimensional circulation, idealized density
fields, and simplistic tidal averaging representedthe lowest order behavior of only a small
fraction of environmentsstronglyinfluencedby buoyancyinput. Lines of researchdeveloped
investigating topographic control and transversecirculation, the roles of spatially-varying
densitygradientsand fronts, intra- and infra-tidal exchangeand mixing processes,controls on
tidally-averageddispersion,and alternativesourcesand sinks of buoyancy,to namejust a few.
More subtle aspects of buoyancy dynamics were found to be highly applicable in both
channelized estuaries and less confined coastal seas, such as intratidal mixing, rapidly
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evolving fronts, differential advection and straining of the density field, and controls on
dispersionby interactingspatial and temporalscales.
1.

Prominent

Themes

This volume representsa maturation of several lines of researchbeyond the classical
regime of estuarine and coastal circulation driven by steady, idealized density gradients.
Three themeswhich receive particular attention in this volume and cut acrossthe traditional
geographicdistinctionsbetweenestuariesand coastalseasare: (i) topographicsteeringand
hydraulic control of buoyant flows; (ii) dispersionand time-scalesof shearand mixing; and
(iii) estuarineand coastalsystemsinfluencedby negativesourcesof buoyancy.

la)

TopographicSteeringand Hydraulic Control of BuoyantFlows

Many of the papers in this volume emphasizethe role of irregular bathymetry in
influencingcoastaland estuarinecirculationand exchangein a variety of dynamicsettings. In
deeper environmentssuch as coastal seas (tens to hundreds of meters), conservation of
vorticity under near geostrophyrequiresflow driven by buoyancy to closely follow irregular
isobars,as is the casein Hannahand Loder'smodelingof the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of Maine
region. An extensionof this simplelateral balancealso explainswhy estuarineplumesfollow
the curves of the coastline with the shoreline on the right in the northern hemisphere
(Blanton; Mavor and Huq; Visser) and suggestsa preferencefor northern hemispheremean
flow along the right side of relatively deep estuaries. However, three papers in this volume
which addressintermediatedepth, partially-mixed estuaries(Friedrichs and Hamrick; ValleLevinson and O'Donnell; Wong), observethe influenceof Coriolis on the lateral distribution
of along-channelmean velocityto be minor. Rather,meanbuoyancy-driven
flow over channelparallel shoalstendsto be seaward,whether on the left or right side of the channel,whereas
flow over deeperareastendsto be landward. Lateral segregationof meanflow in thesesystems

appearsto be explainedlargelyby a laterally invariantbaroclinicpressuregradientacting
over a depth-varyingcross-section.
Several articles addressthe importanceof bathymetricirregularities in the form of rapid
along-channelchangesin channeldepth or width via their role in hydraulic control of twolayer flow (Chadwick et al.; Cudaback and Jay; Kay et al.; Geyer and Nepf; Uncles and
Stephens). Plunging intrusionfronts are observedon the flood tide near sudden increasesin
channel depth or width where the associateddecreasein tidal velocity can no longer push
back the more buoyantestuarinewater found up-estuary (Uncles and Stephens). On the ebb,
tidal outflow is observedto lift off the bottom near an expansionwhen the reducedinertia no
longer prevents denserwater downstream•om nosing underneath(Chadwick et al.). If the
local accelerationterm becomeslarge in comparisonto the convective term, however, the
quasi-steadyapproximationbeginsto break down, and the dynamic effectsof time-dependence
on the hydraulicresponsemust be considered(Cudabackand Jay). Significant salt transport
due to tidal pumpingmay resultif the hydraulic responsestriggered by a constrictionduring
flood and ebb are asymmetric(Geyer andNepf; Kay et al.). Under high dischargeconditions
in the Hudson, for example,Geyer and Nepf observedstrongly shearedconditions to persist
on the ebb, causingthe sharppycnoclineto deepenwithin a lateral constriction. During the
flood, the hydraulic responsewas subdued due to reduced shear, and the tidally-averaged
transportof salt due to this tidal pumpingeffectwas the sameorderas that due to gravitational
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lb) Dispersionand Time-Scalesof Shearand Mixing in BuoyantFlows
A themewhich appearsin severalarticlesis the relationshipbetweentime-scalesfor shear
and mixing and their control on the magnitudeof dispersion. Buoyancy plays various
importantroles controllingshearand/ormixing in estuarineand coastal environments. Shear
and mixing control dispersion, which then feeds back to determine the distribution of
buoyancy. For classicalcirculation in partially-mixedtidal estuaries,the horizontal density
gradient brought about by fresh water leads to vertical shear in the along-channelflow,
whereas tides and bottom friction create (and stratification inhibits) vertical miScing
perpendicularto the shear(Friedrichsand Hamrick;Park and Kuo). In a neat trade of roles in
morestrongly tidal estuaries,differentialtidal advection createscross-channelshear in the
along-channel flow, and the resulting cross-channeldensity gradient can lead to crosschannel gravitational circulation which "mixes"acrossthe shear(Dronkers; R. Smith; ValleLevinsonand O'Donnell; Uncles and Stephens). In coastalplumesand regions of freshwater
influence,vertical shearin the cross-shelfcurrentis providedby wind, the cross-shelfdensity
gradient,and tidal interactionwith stratification;by contrast,vertical mixing perpendicularto
the shearis providedby the wind and tide (Blanton;Souzaand Simpson;Visser).
In eachof the abovecases,the effectivediffusivity in the direction parallel to the sheared
flow is determinedby the time-scaleof the shearrelativeto the time scale of the mixing. When
time scalesfor mixing are shortrelativeto time scalesfor shear,sheardispersionbecomeslarger
as mixing decreases
(R. Smith;Visser). This propertycan be seenin the partially-mixedestuary
modelof Park and Kuo, for which spring-neap
modulationof tidal mixing increasesdispersion
at neapsand decreasesdispersion at springs. In the Rhine coastalplume, Visser identifies a
similar pattern. Strong cross-shorewinds create shear in the plume which alone should
eventuallyspreadout the plume in the cross-shoredirection. However, strong winds cause
strongverticalmixing over a time-scalemuch shorterthan cross-shoreadvection. This means
the cross-shorevelocity has very little time to transportdensityhorizontallybefore it is mixed
vertically. R. Smith describesa similarratio of time-scalesin explainingthe sensitivityof salt
intrusionsto the size of tidal estuaries.In small estuaries,where cross-channelmixing is fast,
decreasedfreshwater input reduces cross-channelcirculation and increases along-channel
dispersion.Thus salt "diffuses"much fartherup small estuariesunder conditions of low river
flow. In large estuaries,the time scale of cross-channelmixing is much longer than the tidal
time-scale of cross-channel shear, so the interaction of cross-channel circulation and tidal

shearisn't as important to longitudinal dispersion. Thus reducedfreshwaterinput has less
effect on the effective diffusion of salt.

l c) Estuarine and Coastal SystemsInfluenced by Sources of Negative
Buoyancy
All the articles discussedunder the two previous topics concern density gradients
resultingfrom inputs of positivebuoyancyinto estuarineor coastal waters, and nearly all are
due mainly to freshwater sources(as opposedto temperature).This is alsothe most commonly
described case in the literature, perhaps because fresh water input dominates along the
Atlantic coastsof Europe and North America. But severalarticlesin this volume also address
the quite differentscenarioof negativebuoyancy inputs (Hearn & Largier; Largier et al.; L in
and Mehta; N. Smith; Yanagi et al.). Coastal embaymentsin hotter and/or drier climates are
ofteninfluencedby removalof buoyancyby evaporation(Hearn & Largier; Largier et al.; N.
Smith). Hearn & Largier and Largier et al. discuss estuaries in California which are
characterizedby longitudinal zones indicative of the locally dominant buoyancy source or
sink: Beyond the immediatevicinity of the inlet, a "thermal"regime is entered wherein
buoyancyinput by heat dominates. Deeper in the basin, an evaporative increasein
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dominatesin the "hypersaline"region. Finally, an "estuarine"regime may be observedclosest
to the fresh water source.

Another source of negative buoyancy addressedin this volume is surfacecooling (N.
Smith;Yanagi et al.). N. Smith discusses
a phenomenaobservedon the easternmarginof Great
BahamaBank, triggeredby a combinationof intense surfacecooling and evaporation. Water
on the shallow Bank soon becomesdenser than the much deeper water to the east, and
plunging density currentsoccur at the break in topography. Even freshwater can be a
negativesourceof buoyancyif it is muchcolderthan neighboringseawater. When this is the
case,the usual densitycontrastassociatedwith an embaymentmouth may be largely subdued
or reversed,and frontswhere fresherwater spreadsundersaltier water may develop (Yanagi et
al.). Yet another source of negative buoyancy in estuariesand coastal seas is suspended
sediment,which can contributeto vertical density gradients via near bottom turbidity layers
(Yasudaet al.).

2. Organizationof the Volume

Thisvolume
contains
a subset
ofthepapers
presented
atthe7th International
Biennial
Conferenceon the Physicsof Estuariesand CoastalSeas,held in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
28-30 November, 1994. Like previousPECS volumespublishedin the Coastaland Estuarine
Studies Series, all papers included here were peer reviewed in order to maintain "journal
standards." In addition, papers for this volume were selected on the basis on their
contribution to the central themeof buoyancy dynamics. This representsa shift fi'ompast
PECS volumes which have recently been one to two hundredpages longer and presenteda
less cohesivesurvey of physical processes.The hope is that this work representsmoreof a
"text" on estuarineand coastalbuoyancydynamicswithin which complementarypapersbetter
fostera unified understanding.Despitethe unifying themesdiscussedabove,the contentsof
this volume follow a quasi geographicorganizationfrombuoyancydynamicsof plumes and
coastalseasto estuarineexchange/lowerestuaryphysics to buoyancy dynamicsof the inner
estuary. This choicehas beenmadebecauseseveralpapersaddressmorethan one of the major
themeshighlightedin the previoussectionsand severalothersfocuson other distinct aspects
of buoyancy dynamics. Within each section, papers are organized according to common,
physicalprocessesand decreasingtime scaleto provide insight into the potential overlap of
the dominant

mechanisms

considered.

Part II -- BuoyantPlumesandBuoyancyin CoastalSas
These first six papersaddressbuoyancy dynamics in coastal seas or on inner shelves
outsidethe immediatevicinity of the river mouthor estuary. In the lead off paper,Hannah and
Loder diagnosticallymodel seasonalbarocliniccirculationin the Scotian Shelf/Gulfof Maine
and find circulation to be dominatedby along-shelf flows with substantial seasonality and
topographicsteeringby banks and basins. The next three papers examinethe behavior of
buoyant plumesas they movealong the coast. Visser examinesthe persistenceof the Rhine
River plume over time scalesof months,which Visser credits to vertical mixing by wind
shutting down horizontal dispersion. Blanton examines estuarine-like circulation
perpendicularto the coastwithin a lensof low densitywater observedalong the southeastern
U.S. inner shelf, and finds the circulation to be strongly modified by upwelling or
downwelling favorable winds.
Mavor and Huq simulatethe behavior coastal plumes using a rotating laboratory
tank, and identify dimensionless
parametersgoverninggravity currentflow velocities and the
behaviorof instabilities. The last two papersaddressthe interactionof tides and buoyancy in
shelf seas. Sharplesand Simpsonexaminethe spring-neapadvanceof tidal mixing fronts in
shelf seasand find lags of severaldays occur becausespring tidal mixing must remove
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buoyancy stored since the previous spring tide. Souza and Simpson investigate intratidal
properties of Rhine's region of freshwater influence. They find semi-diurnal variability of
stratificationto be the result of interactionbetweenthe meanwater column stability and tidal
shear.

Part III -- Buoyancy,Salt TransportandEstuary-ShelfExchange
Eight papersfocus on mechanismsfor buoyancyexchangenear the mouth of an estuary or
embayment. Yanagi, Guo and Ishimaru discuss the seasonal flow structure around a front at
the mouth of Ise Bay, Japan,where surfacecoolingof relatively fresh bay water causesit to sink
at the mouth of the bay. The remaining papers consider intratidal phenomena,with the first
two specificallyaddressingthe influence of shelf density structure. N. Smith discussestidal
exchangebetweenExuma Soundand the shallow Great Bahama Bank, where denser water fi'om
the Bank cascadesdown the narrow shelf of the Sound on the ebb and is replacedby entirely
different Exuma Soundwater on the flood. Next, Wong describesthe effectof tidal motion on
the salinity distribution in the lower-most Delaware Bay. Along with the role of crosssectional variations in depth, Wong stressesthe complex advection and mixing of distinct
water masseswithin and outside the Bay. The next five contributions investigate hydraulic
control on estuary-shelfexchange,with the final two emphasizing the ramifications of tidal
pumping.
Cudaback and Jay apply a time-dependenthydraulic control model to tidal exchange at
the mouth of the Columbia Estuary. Chadwick, Largier and Cheng document the role of
thermal stratificationin San Diego Bay leading to alternating sub- and super-critical flow at
the mouth of the Bay. Along with variations in stratification correlated with the Richardson
Number, Uncles and Stephensobservehydraulic control of plunging fronts near the mouth of
the Tweed Estuary. Kay, Jay and Musiak performsalt transport calculations for the mouth of
the Columbia and find landward transport of salt to be dominated by tidal advection of the
tidal salinity field. Finally, Geyer and Nepf find a similar pattern holds along the Hudson
River estuary.

Part IV -- EstuarineDynamicsandBuoyancy
Nine papers consider the dynamics of mixing and/or tidally-averaged flow within
estuaries,which are presentedhere in approximateorder of decreasingtime-scale. Largier,
Hearn and Chadwick describe a class of low inflow estuaries found in Mediterranean climates,
where buoyancy fluxes during the dry seasonare dominated by air-water exchange. Under

these conditions, positive buoyancy flux by heating nearly cancels negative flux due to
evaporation,leading to very weak gravitationalcirculation. Next Hearn and Largier present a
case study of a such an estuary as they documentthe responseof TomalesBay to historical
changes in bathymetry. On seasonaltime-scales,Schroeder,Wiseman, Pennock and Noble
examine the relationshipsbetweenriver input, flushingtime and salinity in Mobile Bay. The
next four papersexamine controlson tidally-averagedcirculationand tidal mixing in partially
to well-mixed coastal plain estuaries. Valle-Levinson and O'Donnell perform numerical
experimentsto investigate the tidally-averaged response of a central channel bordered by
shoals and find mean inflow concentratedin the deep channel. Friedrichs and Hamrick find
similar results based on analytical solutions and flow observations for a triangular crosssection of the JamesRiver estuary. Park and Kuo examine two opposing effectsof vertical
mixing over the spring-neapcycle in the RappahannockEstuary. Mixing weakens circulation
by enhancing vertical momentum exchange may potentially increase circulation by
strengthening the longitudinal salinity gradient. Next, R. Smith discusses the critical
relationshipbetweenthe width of an estuaryand the sensitivityof longitudinal dispersion to
freshwaterdischarge.Lewis and Lewis describevertical mixing events in detail over a
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cycle in the Tees Estuary. Finally, Dronkerssuggests
that transversegravitationalcirculation
enhanceserosionof sedimenton channelbendsand intertidalflats in Volkerakestuaryand the
Wadden

Sea.

3. Conclusions
The 23 papersof this volumefocuson the importantcoastaldynamicsissue of buoyancy
and its effects. By providingcasestudiesas well as basictheoreticalformulationof important
processesin the coastal oceans,the topic has been introducedat a level we hope will be of
benefit to the reader. Though not an inclusive treatmentof buoyancy effects,which can be
found in severalextantworks,this volumeproducesan updateof recentthinkingin this arena,
and modernobservationalprogramsaddressingthesebuoyancy

